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Suspension posts SM and STM
Multipurpose suspension posts designed to connect working tools Ostraticky with
tractor or another carrier. Suitable only for connection with lightweight working tools.
Including hydraulic hoses and quick couplings, hoses length up to 250 cm.

suspension posts SM order no.

suspension post SM
- lift 60 cm
- height 129 cm

SLOUPSM0

suspension post SM, fixed
- with mounting flange
- height 129 cm

SLOUPSMP

carrying arm SM-MM
- mechanical side shift 41 cm
- mechanical tilting +20°/-20°

RAMSM0M41M

carrying arm SM-MH
- mechanical side shift 38 cm
- hydraulic tilting +20°/-20°

RAMSM0M38H

carrying arm SM-HH
- hydraulic side shift 32 cm
- hydraulic tilting +20°/-20°

RAMSM0H32H

supplements and accessories order no.

bracket for carrying arm SM / flange S
(for vine stem cleaner / mowing brush holder US) CS312.501000
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suspension posts STM order no.

suspension post STM
- lift 60 cm, height 141 cm
- hydraulic tilting +19°/-20°

SLOUPSTM

fork STM, fixed RAMSTM0000

carrying arm STM-MM
- mechanical side shift 38 cm
- mechanical tilting +18°/-18°

RAMSTMM38M

carrying arm STM-MH
- mechanical side shift 38 cm
- hydraulic tilting +20°/-20°

RAMSTMM38H

carrying arm STM-HH
- hydraulic side shift 32 cm
- hydraulic tilting +20°/-20°

RAMSTMH32H

supplements and accessories order no.

frame for 3-point linkage TBZ11N1
(for front 3-point linkage cat. 1N by ISO 730-2) TBZ11N1
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Storing stands with wheels
For storage of equipment after season, dimension 120x80 cm, 2 fixed and 2 swivel
wheels with brake, various design according to type of machine.

storing stands with wheels order no.

storing stand US
- all machines on the suspension post US, also connected by TBZ11-US
- PN1, PN2, ST, EF, PRO, PNP, etc.

CS669.201000

storing stand PNP
- side-mounted machines on suspension post STS
- especially for PNP, STS

CS669.202000

storing stand PNP/TBZ
- side-mounted machines on suspension post STS connected by TBZ11-STS
- especially for PNP, STS

CS669.203000

storing stand STS
- trimmer STS and another machines with carrying arm with parallelogram
RAMSTSP

CS669.204000

storing stand STS/TBZ
- trimmer STS and another machines with carrying arm with parallelogram
RAMSTSP, connected by TBZ11-STS

CS669.205000
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